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Abstract

This thesis presents mcnpx simulations of the scandal set-up used at the
Theodor Svedberg Laboratory for neutron scattering cross-section measure-
ments. The thesis describes processes and data important for the upcoming
off-line data analysis. In the experiment, neutrons scattered off the target
are converted to protons which are stopped in scintillator crystals. The re-
sults of presented simulations include a description of the proton spectra in
dependence of the neutron-to-proton conversion angle, calculation of the hit
position gates and a study of the converter describing the role of its chem-
ical composition and also the role of other plastic scintillator on the proton
spectra.
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Sammanfattning

Intresset för tvärsnittsmätningar vid medelenergier ökar betydligt. Detta
drivs av flera användningar, t.ex. acceleratordrivna system för förbränning av
kärnavfall, snabba neutroner för cancerbehandling och single-event-effekten,
dvs att elektronik drabbas av slumpmässiga fel som orsakats av kosmiska neu-
troner. För dessa och även andra områden, spelar neutroner mellan 20 och
200 MeV en avgörande roll. I detta energiintervall utgör elastisk spridning
ungefär hälften av det totala antalet neutronreaktioner och blir den ledande
reaktionskanalen. Det elastiska spridningstvärsnittet är också en viktig in-
grediens i den optiska modellen, som i sin tur ofta används för teoretiska
förutsägelser om nukleon-kärna-växelverkan.

Komplexitet och kostnad gör det nästan omöjligt att utföra neutrontvär-
snittsmätningar för alla data av intresse. Ett urval av lämpliga ämnen och iso-
toper måste göras. I en experimentell körning med scandal-uppställningen
som genomfördes i januari och februari 2009, var vismut, 209Bi, som är ett
relativt tungt naturlig monoisotopsikt ämne med egenskaper som ligger nära
den dubbelmagiska isoptopen, 208Pb, vårt första val av strålmål och järn som
är det viktigaste konstruktionsmaterialet vårt andra val. Experimentet gav
data för elastisk neutronspridning vid 175 MeV.

I detta arbete diskuteras att energin hos en utgående proton som kon-
verterats vid 15,2 grader mot väte är 12,6 MeV lägre än energin hos den
inkommande neutronen. Protoner som konverterats mot kol förlorar alltid
minst 12,6 MeV jämfört med den inkommande neutronen. Således kan man
särskilja konvertering mot väte och kol om konverteringsvinkeln är mindre än
15,2 grader.

Protonerna som träffar en av CsI-kristallerna nära en av de två laterala
ytorna har en sannolikhet att lämna kristallen, och därmed endast deponera
en del av sin energi i en kristall. Off-line dataanalysys som väljer ut lämpliga
händelser skulle kunna göras genom införande av träffvillkor, som är mindre
än den främre ytan på kristallen. I detta arbete har protonläckaget genom
de laterala ytorna beräknats som funktion av vidden på träffvillkoren. Denna
vidd kommer att definiera träffvillkoren för off-line dataanalysen.

Respektive bidrag från kol och väte i konvertern demonstreras. En simuler-
ingsbaserad effektivitet på neutron-proton-konversionen beräknas till 5,1× 10-4

och stämmer med ett beräknat värde.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

He who really wants looks for solutions, he who doesn’t want looks for pleas.

-Czech proverb

If people ask me “What do you do?” I reply “I measure nuclear data so that
others can use them for simulations.” This is often a surprise as many people would
believe that nuclear data is something old and well known for a long time. It is
somehow evident even to people outside the nuclear science that there has been
and still is a need for nuclear data. Without good knowledge of nuclear data,
we could neither build nor operate any nuclear reactor, we would not be able to
utilize radiation for medical diagnostics and treatment and it would simply become
impossible to handle any radiation sources in a safe manner. I am glad that this
point is understood by general public and my work is thus recognized as something
that is needed.

1.1 Neutron data today

The need of neutron cross-section data has historically been driven by the de-
velopment of nuclear power. On one hand, white spots on the nuclear chart of
cross-sections have almost disappeared and at least some cross-section data is to-
day available for all common isotopes. On the other hand, since a typical nuclear
reactor does not produce neutrons with energies above 20 MeV, a vast majority
of the cross-section data is limited below this energy. There is a lack of data in
mid-energy region from 20 to 200 MeV and this scarcity will hardly ever be filled
by experiments mainly because of the cost. In many cases, phenomenological pre-
dictions can cover this gap and provide predictions of cross-sections without any
actual measurements on a specific isotope. An example of such an effort done by
the Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group (NRG), Petten in the Netherlands
is the tendl project (Talys-based evaluated nuclear data library) [1] using the
talys code [2] based on the optical model potential (OMP) [3].

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The scarcity of data applies also for neutron elastic scattering cross-section,
which is of primary concern in this work. Table 1.1 lists all experimental data
available for neutron elastic scattering above 50 MeV. It is obvious that despite the
long and continuous effort, the list is rather limited compared to neutron elastic
scattering cross-section data available for simulations of standard light water reactor
(i.e. below 20 MeV) where as many as 300 isotopes would typically be used.

Table 1.1: Neutron elastic scattering cross-section data above 50 MeV ever pub-
lished.

Target Energy [MeV] Published
C, Si, Fe, Zr and Pb 55, 65 and 75 2000 and 2002 [4, 5]
C, Si, Ca, Fe, Sn and Pb 65 1994 [6]
C, Ca, and Pb from 65 to 225 2004 [7]
Al, Cu and Pb 84 1950 [8]
Li, Be, C, Al, Cu and Cd 96 1960 [9]
C and O 96 2006 [10]
Fe, Y, and Pb 96 2008 [11]
Li, Be, C, N, O and Al 136 1956 [12]
C, Al, Cu, Cd and Pb 155 1958 [13]
C, Al, Cu, Sn and Pb 350 1958 [14]

1.2 The present work

As opposed to conventional reactors which do not need neutron data above 20 MeV,
there are other applications which require it. Accelerator-driven systems (ADS) for
nuclear waste incineration [15] is an example. ADS is an advanced nuclear reactor
design with a strong focus on solving the issue of spent nuclear fuel. Other appli-
cations of mid-energy neutron cross-sections include fast neutron cancer therapy
treatment and single-event effect, i.e. electronics suffering from random failures
induced by cosmic-ray neutrons [16].

In the mid-energy region elastic scattering constitutes about half the total num-
ber of neutron interactions and becomes the leading reaction channel. The elastic
scattering cross-section is also the key measure in the optical model, which in turn
is widely used for theoretical predictions of the nucleon-nucleus interaction [3].

Theory which would be able to predict the neutron cross-sections [17] struggles
in the mid-energy region [18]. For energies below about 20 MeV the de Broglie
wave length of the moving neutron is comparable to the size of the entire nucleus.
Therefore, the interaction predominantly occurs with the nucleus as a whole. For
energies above 200 MeV, on the other hand, the de Broglie wave covers only the
incident nucleon and the neutron can be understood as a point projectile colliding
with the individual particles of the target nuclei. The mid-energy interaction re-
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mains as a combination of the above mentioned and the cross-section is thus more
difficult to predict theoretically.

As suggested earlier, there are phenomenological models that predict cross-
sections. The models, however, can only be build and verified if at least some
cross-sections are known. Especially interesting isotopes for model development are
double magic, magic and very stable nuclei since their nuclear shells are completely
filled and the behavior follows the classical shell model. As implied by table 1.1,
the experimental effort in the last 50 years has been focused mainly on 12C, 16O,
40Ca, 90Zr and 208Pb.

In an experimental run with the scandal set-up performed in January and
February 2009, bismuth, 209Bi, as a relatively heavy, naturally mono-isotopic ele-
ment with properties close to doubly magic lead, 208Pb, was the first choice for the
scattering material, followed by iron as the most important material in engineer-
ing. The experiment provided data for neutron elastic scattering cross-sections at
175 MeV. This work simulates the behavior of the set-up during the experiment,
such as the proton spectra in dependence of geometry factors and a detailed study
of the converter. Specific data important for the upcoming off-line data analysis of
the experiment is also provided.

Recently, two large European projects which could benefit from this work were
financed: myrrha in Belgium and ess in Sweden. Myrrha stands for multi-
purpose hybrid research reactor for high-tech applications and represents an im-
portant milestone towards XT-ADS (experimental demonstration of transmutation
in ADS. Myrrha will utilize a lead-bismuth (Pb-Bi) spallation target and will be
cooled by liquid Pb-Bi as well. The spallation target is an essential part of an
ADS located typically in the center of the sub-critical core. It is bombarded by
charged particles (usually protons) and a spallation reaction on a heavy element
(mostly lead or lead-bismuth eutectic alloy) produces neutrons. A variety of heavy
elements such as tungsten, tantalum and mercury could be used in principle, but
from practical point of view, lead and even more the mixture of lead and bismuth
have convenient melting and boiling points.

The other current large project utilizing also the mid-energy cross-sections is the
european spallation source (ESS) which will be constructed near Lund in southern
Sweden [19]. ESS would accelerate protons to very high energies above 1 GeV to
hit a spallation target and create neutron beams of various energies. The neutrons
will be used for different research activities, mainly focused on material science.
The Swedish government will pay for 30% of the investment costs estimated to 12
billion Swedish kronor.





Chapter 2

Neutron detection and
cross-section measurements

He who looks, finds.

-Czech proverb

The neutron is a neutral and non-ionizing particle which can not be detected
directly. The neutron can only be seen indirectly after it undergoes a nuclear
reaction or scattering resulting in a charged, directly detectable secondary particle
or γ-radiation. The following paragraphs describe the five most common neutron
detection methods.

Charged particle production

The neutron can hit a target nucleus and produce a charged particle, for example
α-particle. The charged particle is detected as an evidence of the reaction and thus
as an evidence of the neutron presence. The following example is very common for
detection of thermal neutrons.

10
5 B +1

0 n→7
3 Li

∗ +4
2 α Q = 2.310 MeV (2.1)

Fission chamber

A fission chamber contains fissile material and the neutron fission the material
producing fission fragments. The fission fragments have very high momentum and
can for example ionize gas in a gas detector. Fission chambers are widely used in
nuclear reactor physics. Their sensitivity depends on the fissile material which is
often 235U, 238U and 239Pu.

5
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CHAPTER 2. NEUTRON DETECTION AND CROSS-SECTION

MEASUREMENTS

Thermoluminescent dosimeters
Tablets of a luminescent material are often kept by nuclear staff in personal dosime-
ters. When the tablets are heated up, luminescent light is released. The intensity
of the light is proportional to the neutron dose. This detection method provides
results only with a certain delay which could be a significant drawback in some
experiments.

Neutron activation analysis
Small thin foils made of different materials are exposed to a neutron flux, the
neutrons cause nuclear reactions in the foils resulting in unstable products. The
foils become so called activated and start to decay. γ-radiation released during
the decay is proportional to the neutron flux and can be measured later. Energy
sensitivity can be adjusted by the choice of irradiated material and both thermal
and fast neutrons can be detected.

Proton recoil
Proton recoil is a special case of production of a charged particle and is frequently
used for higher energies. In principle, any isotope can be used as a target bombarded
by fast neutrons which would push an easily detectable proton out of the nucleus.
On the other hand, all isotopes (except for hydrogen) have a non-zero Q-value of
such a recoil which makes hydrogen the most suitable target material.

Probability of a specific neutron-nucleus reaction is given by the corresponding
neutron cross-section. At the same time, to measure a neutron cross-section, the
neutrons have to be detected. It means they have to undergo a nuclear reaction with
a known cross-section. And this is the problem of circular reasoning with neutron
cross-section measurement. It seems we need to know the cross-section in order to
be able to measure it. Fortunately, there are possible solutions to this stalemate.
The following sections present solutions focused on fast neutron detection, using a
collimated neutron beam as that is the interesting case in this work.

Neutron detection, however, is only the first step towards the neutron cross-section
measurements. The following four sections elaborate on particular techniques ap-
plicable for neutron elastic scattering cross-section measurements.

2.1 The tagging technique

The neutrons originated in nuclear reactions are often accompanied by other par-
ticles. If the associated particle is known and easily detectable, it can be used for
reaction tagging. If there is only one reaction product besides the neutron and
the energy of the particle is measured, the neutron energy can be derived. For a
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relatively high precision, this method would typically be used as a reference mea-
surement. On the other hand, intensity of the beam is limited. The following
example is a reaction often utilized in spallation neutron sources in reactor physics
experiments and the tagging particle in this case is 3

2He.

2
1D +2

1 D −→3
2 He+ n Q = 3.27 MeV (2.2)

2.2 The case of hydrogen

The advantage of hydrogen in the mid-energy region is its limited variety of only
three possible reactions with the neutron: (n,p) elastic scattering (99% of the total
cross-section), 1

1H(n,γ)21D neutron capture and bremsstrahlung, (np,npγ). When
a neutron collides with the 1

1H hydrogen atom (i.e. a proton), the proton starts
to move. Using minor corrections for the other two reaction channels, the (n,p)
reaction can be supposed to be the only reaction. In that case, to measure the
cross-section means to measure the total cross-section. The total cross-section
could be easily determined from the transmission ratio, as depicted in figure 2.1.

detector 1 detector 2

target

I1 I2

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the transmission technique for total cross-section
measurement.

A neutron beam of a known intensity, I1, passes through a relatively thin target
and undisturbed neutrons of beam intensity I2 are detected by a neutron-sensitive
detector. With a known target thickness, x, the total macroscopic cross-section,
Σtot, can be calculated using

I2
I1

= e−Σtotx. (2.3)

The accuracy can be improved by increasing the distance between the target
and the detector, so that neutrons scattered on the target are not detected.

The total neutron scattering cross-section is the first step. Often it is useful
to have differential cross-sections for different angles. The following equipment de-
picted in figure 2.2 can be used to measure the differential cross-section for neutrons
scattered on hydrogen.

The angle-integrated differential cross-section, dσdΩ from the detector in figure 2.2
can be normalized to the known total cross-section, σtot as
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MEASUREMENTS

detector

H-rich
target

n

n

p



Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the experimental layout for differential cross-section
measurements. The detector is a position-sensitive neutron detector.

σtot =
∫ 2π

0

dσ

dΩ dΩ = 2π
∫ 180◦

0◦

dσ

dΩsinΘ dΘ (2.4)

2.3 The new reaction cross-section approach

The situation becomes more complicated when the variety of possible reaction
channels grows. In such a case, it would be desirable to utilize the approach as
depicted in figure 2.1 and somehow subtract all interactions apart from neutron
elastic scattering. If the elastic scattering cross-section, σel, is subtracted from the
total cross-section, σtot, the so called reaction cross-section, σr is obtained as

σr = σtot − σel. (2.5)

If for the variety of possible reactions it appears difficult to measure the reac-
tion cross-section, the elastic cross-section could be measured directly, using the
layout depicted in figure 2.3. An array of neutron sensitive, high energy resolution
detectors would be able to select only elastically scattered neutrons according to
simple kinetics, namely according to their energy and scattering angles.

This measurement provides also data for inelastic scattering cross-section as a
special case of the reaction cross-section. The untouched neutrons, Iut, which have
not interacted with the target and which kept their energy and zero scattering
angle, could be subtracted from the original beam intensity, I0, together with the
elastically scattered neutrons, Iel, to obtain the number of inelastically scattered
neutrons, Iin. So the number of inelastically scattered neutrons, Iin, becomes

Iin = I0 − (Iut + Iel) . (2.6)
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An array of neutron sensitive,
high resolution detectors

target

Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the experimental layout for measurement of scattered
neutrons.

2.4 The improved reaction cross-section approach

Sometimes it is not possible or desired to place the detectors close to the target.
Or the spatial resolution of the detector array is too low and there is a need for
additional equipment which would not fit between the target and the array as they
are indicated in figure 2.3. In that case, a so called converter could be used to
convert scattered neutrons into protons which are detected further away. To be
able to distinguish elastically and inelastically scattered neutrons based on their
energy, the neutron-to-proton conversion must be energetically unambiguous (i.e.
without production of excited states) and the proton energy has to be measured.

The proton energy could be measured in several ways.

• The time of flight method (TOF) takes advantage of known distance the
particles have to travel from an accelerator to the detector. Using a precise
clock, it is possible to calculate the particle velocity and thus the energy. The
TOF technique, however, can not be used for very high energy neutrons. A
typical limit is 25 MeV. For example, at the energy of 25 MeV a proton would
travel 20 m within less than 30 µs.

• Another option is to use a bending magnet. Since all protons have the same
mass, their trajectories would bend in a magnetic field and sort the protons
by their velocity. Such a measurement would be precise, but costly.

• The most affordable option at high energies is using large detectors where
the protons would stop and deposit all the energy. In this respect, crystals
of inorganic scintillators appear to be a good choice. For example, to fully
stop a proton with 200 MeV it is necessary to use more than 8 cm of a typical
scintillator material CsI.
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MEASUREMENTS

The only energetically unambiguous converter material is pure hydrogen, which
is technically difficult to handle for its explosibility and physically non-ideal due to
its low density. The target could, however, be made of a hydrogen-rich material and
reactions on the additional elements have to be singled out. Typically the hydrogen
rich material would be plastics which also contains carbon. The carbon contribution
could be measured separately using a pure carbon target and subtracted afterwards.
A more advanced approach to separate protons converted on hydrogen and carbon
utilizes the energy difference between protons created on carbon and hydrogen. The
Q-value for proton recoil on hydrogen is zero, while the Q-value of the 12C(n,p)12B
reaction is -12.6 MeV. Protons converted at hydrogen have thus energy higher at
least by 12.6 MeV compared to protons converted on carbon at the same angle.

For the neutron elastic cross-section measurement at 175 MeV a dedicated set-
up with a number of additional triggers and other background-filtering gadgets has
to be used. Such a set-up based on the improved reaction cross-section approach is
described in the following section.



Chapter 3

The SCANDAL set-up

When the cat is not home, the mice have a party.
-Czech proverb

History of the scandal set-up (scattered nucleon detection assembly) dates
nine years back to 2001. It was constructed for detection of scattered neutrons in
the 50 - 130 MeV energy interval [20]. Since then, scandal has had a significant
contribution to nuclear data libraries in the mid-energy region [21, 22, 10, 11, 23].
Recently, the set-up was upgraded to detect neutrons up to 175 MeV [24].

Protons accelerated to 179.3 ± 0.8 MeV by the Gustaf Werner cyclotron [25]
impinge on a new neutron production facility [26] at The Svedberg Laboratory
(TSL) in Uppsala, Sweden. The facility utilizes (among others) a 23.5 mm thick
lithium target, enriched to 99.99% in 7Li, and the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction to create
a quasi-monoenergetic neutron spectrum consisting of a high-energy peak and a
low-energy tail [27] (see figure 3.1). The average neutron energy in the peak is
175.0 MeV and the width of the peak is approximately 5 MeV. The peak contains
about 40% of all neutrons. A neutron beam is formed by a set of collimators and
creates a circular beam spot with a diameter of 8.2 cm at the scattering target
position (the diameter can vary depending on the collimator set). In a typical
run, before eraching the scattering target the neutron beam would pass another
experimental set-up called Medley [28] as depicted in figure 3.2. Medley, however,
only has a negligible influence on the beam since its target is less than 0.5 mm
thick.

The scandal set-up consists of two arms that can be rotated around a pivot
point where the scattering target is located. Both arms are geometrically identical.
Each arm is equipped with four plastic scintillators: a veto, a converter and triggers
1&2. The veto and both triggers consist of 2 mm thick plastic scintillators. The
veto is used for fast charged-particle rejection, so in a standard neutron detection
mode, a trigger condition to read out the system consists of a coincidence between
the triggers 1&2 vetoed by the front plastic scintillator. Since it is not possible to
detect neutrons directly, conversion to a charged particle (e.g. a proton) is desirable.

11
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Energy [MeV]

Relative Spectral Fluence [MeV −1]

Figure 3.1: Spectrum of the quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam at TSL [27]. The
full energy peak contains about 40% of the neutrons.

The neutron-to-proton converter in scandal is a 20 mm thick plastic scintillator
(C1H1.102). Using an active converter allows the proton energy loss within the
converter to be measured and compensated for. An array of eight scintillators at
the back side of each arm is intended to stop the protons so that their full energy is
deposited. The scintillators are 9 cm deep, 8 cm wide and 22 cm high crystals made
of CsI(Na), cesium-iodine doped with sodium. They are counted from the left as
CsI 1 to CsI 8 on the left arm and CsI 9 to CsI 16 on the right arm. Two drift
chambers are positioned between triggers 1&2 at both arms. The drift chambers
provide information about proton trajectories, so the neutron-to-proton conversion
point inside the converter can be determined and simply related to the scattering
angle of the original neutron. The layout of the scintillators and the drift chambers
is depicted in figure 3.2.

Another arrangement including a so called multitarget box is used for calibra-
tion. The box is located about one meter upstream compared to the standard target
position (see figure 3.2) and contains a set of thin (~1 mm) carbon and polyethylene
targets. Although it is only the hydrogen in the plastic material which is required
for the calibration, plastic material is used for practical reasons. The carbon con-
tribution can, however, be subtracted using the signal from the pure carbon layers.
Multi-wire proportional counters in between different multitarget layers facilitate
distinction of in which plane the neutron-to-proton conversion occurred. In the
proton mode used for calibration, the data acquisition trigger consists of a triple
coincidence between the veto and trigger detectors 1&2.
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Pivot point / Target

MEDLEY
exit window

n

p

Multitarget
box

6.0

49.6
34.4

78.0

Table

Trigger 2

Trigger 1

Converter

Veto

Drift chambers

CsI stack

Not to scale

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the scandal set-up in one of the configurations.
Here the right arm is as close as possible to the beam with CsI 9 yet outside the
beam.





Chapter 4

Calculation techniques

He who gives is foolish, he who doesn’t accept is even more so.
-Czech proverb

For any simulations in physics, there are two general approaches, the determin-
istic and the stochastic. To better understand the difference between them, let
us think about a mouse in a labyrinth, which is looking for three pieces of cheese
hidden at different parts of the labyrinth. If a scientist wants to know which piece
is most likely to be found, she can either use the deterministic or the stochastic
approach.

With the deterministic approach, the scientist would follow the mouse through
the labyrinth and anytime the mouse has more options to choose from, she would
decide for the most probable path. The decision would be based on the intensity
of cheese smell coming from different corridors of the labyrinth. Eventually, the
mouse would find a piece of cheese, which would be designated as the most probable
to be found. This approach can become too complicated if the labyrinth is very
complex, so the scientist would have to build a simplified model of the labyrinth.
The accuracy of the result would obviously be influenced by the quality of the
model. The scientist would not also know, how much the result is affected by the
simplifications. On the other hand, once the simplified model is build, it is rather
quick and straightforward to find the answer.

If the scientist decides to use the stochastic approach, she would need many
mice. That is because she would let the mouse in the labyrinth one by one to find
a piece of cheese on their own and make notes on how many of them found piece
one, two or three. With a sufficiently large number of trials, she would be able
to appoint one piece which is most often found. Obviously, the more trials she
would do, the more correct would her result be and only with an infinite number
of trials, the result would be exact. On one hand, this approach does not require
any simplified model and even very complicated labyrinths can be used. On the
other hand, many trials are needed, because one, two or five mice do not provide
an accurate answer.

15
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In physics, there are particles instead of the mice and different reaction channels
instead of the cheese smell. The physicist can still choose to follow a particle on
its most probable path (i.e. the deterministic approach) or to shoot many particles
and obtain the result with a certain statistical error (i.e. the stochastic approach).
Using modern fast computers, stochastic calculations have become popular among
scientists, because the system does not have to be simplified. Industry applications,
which often require immediate answers, would, on the other hand, take advantage
of deterministic calculations.

4.1 The Monte Carlo code MCNPX

One of the most popular particle transport codes used in nuclear (and especially
in nuclear reactor) physics research is mcnp [29]. mcnp stands for Monte Carlo
n-particle transport code and represents a stochastic code which was originally
developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory (lanl) in the early seventies [30].
Since than, the code has been under a constant development and its latest and
most advanced version is called mcnpx (where x stands for extended). Mcnpx is
capable of simulating 34 particle types and more than 2000 heavy ions at low as well
as very high energies. Data libraries containing particle-interaction can be replaced
by physics models if the libraries are not available. It is the versatility and long-
lasting active support which make the code unique and popular. In recent years,
however, mcnpx suffers from tough license conditions as opposed to older versions
of mcnp which used to be actively distributed among the scientific community by
lanl.

In this work mcnpx 2.7.A was used [31].The data libraries were used up to their
maximum energies (see table 4.1) and models were used for higher energies. The
neutron and proton data libraries used in the model are presented in table 4.1. The
other neutron and proton cross-sections were calculated by the Bertini model [32].
Light ions (i.e. deuterium, tritium, 3He and α) were handled by the isabel model
[33]. Different choice of the models does not cause any major changes in the results.

4.2 Errors and limitations

All mcnpx calculations always have some errors which arise from the nature of the
calculations. These errors are

• statistical uncertainty

• discrepancies in material composition and geometry

• errors in nuclear data libraries and theoretical models

The statistical uncertainty decreases with increasing computation time. More
precisely, the estimated relative error, ε, caused by the statistical uncertainty falls
with the number of simulated particle histories, N, according to
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ε = 1√
N
. (4.1)

Since the calculations in this work were done in a so called analog capture mode
(required by the F8 tally, see table 4.2 ), the number of particle histories is equal to
the number of source protons (neutrons) in the primary impinging proton (neutron)
beam. The statistical uncertainty did not represent an obstacle in the case of the
presented calculations, because the geometry of the problem was rather simple and
using modern computers, it was possible to keep the number of simulated particle
histories sufficiently high.

As the geometrical configuration of the experiments was rather simple and
mcnpx can easily describe even tiny geometrical details, the error arising from
geometrical discrepancies was supposed to be insignificant. Since also the materi-
als used in the experiment were well known and relatively simple, the final error
caused by differences between the real physical experiment and the simulation is
not significant.

It appears to be difficult to estimate the error caused by nuclear data libraries,
because the data in the libraries often does not present its error. From the libraries
used in this work, only the tendl-2008 library contains covariance files which
are necessary for a proper error estimation. Moreover, the old approach using a
comparison of different libraries is also problematic, because often there is only

Table 4.1: Cross-section libraries for neutrons and protons used for simulations.
Emax stands for the maximum energy available in the library. Models were used
for energies above this limit.

Library Particle Emax Isotopes
LA150n [34] neutron 150 MeV 1H, 2H, 14N, 16O, 27Al,

28Si, 29Si, 30Si, 40Ca,
42Ca, 43Ca, 44Ca, 46Ca,
48Ca, 54Fe, 57Fe, 209Bi

LA150p [34] proton 150 MeV 1H, 2H, 12C, 14N, 16O,
27Al, 28Si, 29Si, 30Si

JEFF 3.1.1 [35] neutron 20 MeV 10B, 11B, 15N, 17O, 23Na,
36Ar, 38Ar, 40Ar, 133Cs

NRG2003 [36] neutron 200 MeV 40Ca, 42Ca, 43Ca, 44Ca,
46Ca, 48Ca, 54Fe, 56Fe,
57Fe, 58Fe

NRG2003 [36] proton 200 MeV 54Fe, 56Fe, 57Fe, 58Fe,
209Bi

TENDL-2008 [1] neutron 20 MeV 127I
TENDL-2008 [1] proton 200 MeV 23Na, 127I, 133Cs
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one library available for a specific nucleus, energy and reaction. On one hand,
the physical models included in mcnpx represent the state of the art in particle
simulation, but on the other hand, it is often difficult to benchmark the models, as
there is no data measured. So unless the result is obviously wrong (e.g. a missing
peak or an unexpected flat distribution), the author has to believe in correctness
of the results.

As mcnpx was originally designed for reactor physics, it includes some limi-
tations for particle physics calculations. For example, in a typical off-line data
analysis, a particle physicist would typically follow the path of each single particle
and group them together into histograms. In mcnpx, this is possible only with a
significant effort in a two step process: first, the particles of interest are transported
by MCNPX through the system and recorded. Then they have to be sorted by an
external program and used again in the original mcnpx geometry as a new source
so that they can score in detector tallies. Such an approach is a demanding exercise
in programming and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.3 Calculations using MCNPX

mcnpx is a powerful tool which can on its own calculate many different parameters,
but it is always up to the user to ask the right questions. To ask questions, mcnpx
uses so called tallies. A tally can be explained as a count or record and it is a
piece of information mcnpx stores during particle transport through the geometry,
i.e. through surfaces defining cells which make up the geometry. There are nine
different tallies

Table 4.2: Tallies available in mcnpx.
Tally Code Tally Description
F1 Current integrated over a surface
F2 Flux averaged over a surface
F4 Flux averaged over a cell
F5 Flux at a point or ring detector
F6 Energy deposition averaged over a cell
+F6 Collision heat
F7 Fission energy deposition averaged over a cell
F8 Energy distribution of pulses created in a detector by radiation
+F8 Charge deposition

For this work, tallies F1 and F8 are the most important. The F1 tally counts
particles passing a given surface and represents the basic tally in mcnp. On the
other hand, the pulse height tally, F8, is a new advanced tally which was not in-
cluded in the earlier versions of mcnp and appeared only in mcnpx. As calculation
of detector pulse heights was not foreseen as a typical application when the code
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was being developed, there are some limitations. For example, the implicit neutron
capture has to be used. The implicit neutron capture as opposed to the analogue
capture means that each neutron has the same importance which equals unity. As
a consequence, simulation of each neutron is stopped when the neutron is absorbed
and longer calculation runs are required for the neutrons to penetrate volumes with
a low neutron flux. With the analogue capture, on the other hand, the neutron
would survive its absorption yet with a decreased importance.





Chapter 5

Summary of results and
implications

Good advice is better than gold.

-Czech proverb

The following chapter introduces main results of this work. Deeper explanation
of the background as well as context of the results is elaborated in detail in the
publications.

5.1 CsI spectra in dependence of the conversion angle

To be able to distinguish whether the neutron was converted to the proton on hy-
drogen or carbon, a clear separation of the hydrogen and the carbon peaks in the
proton spectrum is required. The energy of the proton with a conversion angle
of 15.2◦ is lowered exactly by 12.6 MeV compared to the neutron. Thus, to dis-
tinguish the conversion on hydrogen from the conversion on carbon, the conversion
angle has to be smaller than 15.2◦.

5.2 Hit position gates

The protons which enter one of the CsI crystals close to one of the two lateral faces
have a probability to escape from the crystal and thus deposit only part of their
energy in one crystal. The off-line selection of suitable events could be done by
imposing a hit position gate, which is smaller than the front surface of the crystal.

Results of the simulations are expressed as the proton leakage through a lateral
face (in percent; as a fraction of all protons entering the crystal). The leakage as a
function of a proton slit width which defines the hit position gates is compared for
each CsI crystal in figure 5.1. Imposing the gates decreases the number of recorded
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events. Actual size of the gate during the off-line data analysis will thus depend on
the number of events recorded during the experimental run.
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Figure 5.1: Proton leakage as a function of the hit position gate for CsI 1 to CsI 8
numbered from top left to the right and then the second line. Each X-axis represents
an opening of the entrance slit compared to the full width of a crystal (i.e. 8 cm).
The Y-axis shows the percentage of protons escaped through the left and right sides
respectively.

5.3 The Converter

The energy deposited by protons inside CsI 5 is depicted in figure 5.2. This figure
exhibits also the respective contributions of carbon and hydrogen in the converter
to the conversion process. The data was obtained from separate calculations and
the original converter was replaced by an imaginary converter made of pure hy-
drogen and pure carbon respectively. The plan for the off-line data analysis is to
subtract the carbon contribution from the plastic material obtaining a pure hydro-
gen contribution. The condition for this approach to be valid is that there is no or
little multiple scattering inside the converter. As the converter is only 2 cm thick,
this condition is likely to be met.

A simulation-based neutron-to-proton conversion efficiency of the converter is
5.1 × 10-4. The conversion efficiency, ε, can also be calculated by comparing the
area of hydrogen atoms as seen by the neutron to the real area of the converter.

ε = NH

∫ 15.2◦

0◦

dσ

dΩ (Ω) dΩ (5.1)

In a simplified case, for proton production differential cross-section, dσdΩ

∣∣∣∣175 MeV

9◦
,
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Figure 5.2: Proton energy deposited in one of the crystals showing respective con-
tributions of hydrogen and carbon to the neutron-to-proton conversion.

restricted to a solid angle, ∆Ω, defined by the opening angle 15.2◦, the efficiency,
ε, is equal to 5.5 · 10-4. This simplified theoretical calculation thus confirms that
the result obtained from the simulation is reasonable.

5.4 Outlook

Off-line analysis of the data measured in January 2009 is foreseen for 2010. The
mcnpx simulations presented in this work represent a starting point and more cal-
culations are expected during the analysis to explain the results, help to understand
them and last but not least to check how well mcnpx can predict them. Preliminary
analysis of the experimental data have, unfortunately, shown that the high-energy
background situation at the new TSL facility is severe and the experimental data
will be problematic to analyze.
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